COOKIES POLICY

1.

PURPOSE

This policy aims to inform users of this website, in a clear and transparent way, about the use of
cookies, their types and the way they are treated by Fortlev Energia Solar Ltda. (“Fortlev Solar”).
Cookies retain information related to your preferences to make browsing simpler and more
efficient, eliminating the need to repeatedly enter the same information.

2.

WHAT ARE COOKIES?

Cookies are small text files that are saved on your device when visiting a website. They allow that,
when returning to a page already accessed within our domain or visiting another, the data
previously recorded in your browser can be accessed by the website, with the aim of personalizing
your navigation, making it more practical and interactive.

Among other things, cookies are used by the website primarily to identify and store information
about visitors, such as remembering the Internet pages you have accessed, your website
preferences or offering specific content, for example.

3.

WHAT TYPES OF COOKIES ARE USED ON THIS SITE?

Fortlev Solar uses its own and third-party cookies on its website, whose domain is
https://fortlevsolar.com.br/.

The Fortlev Solar website uses the following types of cookies: strictly necessary cookies,
performance cookies, functionality cookies and advertising cookies. They are used for the
following purposes on our website:
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Strictly Necessary Cookies: These cookies are necessary for the website to function and cannot be
turned off on our systems. Typically, they are only configured in response to actions taken by you
that correspond to a request for services, such as setting your privacy preferences, logging in or
filling out forms. You can configure your browser to block or alert you about these cookies, but
some parts of the website will not work. This type of cookies does not store any personally
identifiable information.
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Cookies
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Performance Cookies: These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so that we can
measure and improve the performance of our website. They help us to know which pages are the
most and least popular and to see how visitors move around the site. All information collected by
these cookies is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If such cookies are not allowed, we will not
know when the user has visited our website.
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TawkConnectionTime;
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Functionality Cookies: These cookies allow the site to have improved functionality and
personalization. We may be offered by the Forte offer or sites added to our pages. If such cookies
are not allowed, functionalities, or even all of them, cannot function properly.
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Advertising Cookies: These cookies may be set through our website by our advertising partners.
They may be used by these companies to build a profile of your interests and show you relevant
advertisements on other websites. They do not directly store personal information but are based
on the unique identification of your browser and internet device. If such cookies are not allowed,
the user will have less advertising targeted to their interests.
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If you click and access information from external websites, these cookies are not under the
responsibility or management of Fortlev Solar. For more information about their use, visit the
specific website of these third parties and consult their cookie policies.

4.

HOW TO MANAGE COOKIES ON YOUR DEVICE?

It is possible to manage cookie settings through the device used to access the Internet pages. To
do this, simply access your browser settings and adjust your preferences in the cookies section.
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Also, through the platform, it is possible to identify the retention time of cookies stored in our
online services. By refusing or eliminating the traffic of cookies, it is possible that your browsing
experience will be changed, with limitation of certain functionalities and online services
conditioned to it.

Note that marketing and advertising cookies originating from business partners are not under our
control. In this way, you can block or restrict the use of cookies on your device or delete stored
cookies.

It is important to note that, by choosing to block or restrict cookies, the website may stop working
in whole or in part. For more information on how to clear cookies in your usual browser, access
the settings below (subject to modification by each site):

5.

•

Cookie Settings in Internet Explorer

•

Cookie Settings in Firefox

•

Cookie Settings in Google Chrome

•

Cookie Settings in Safari

•

Cookie Settings in Opera

•

Cookie Settings in Microsoft Edge

ACCEPTANCE OF THE USE OF COOKIES

In compliance with current legislation in force and in line with good market practices, except for
strictly necessary cookies and performance/analysis cookies, which do not collect personal data,
this website may only use cookies with prior consent. and expressed by the user, in the form of
Fortlev Solar's Privacy Policy. Fortlev Solar also undertakes to use cookies only for the purposes
mentioned in section 3 above.
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The use of cookies is essential for the correct functioning of the website in its entirety, for this
reason its acceptance is recommended.

6.

COOKIES MANAGEMENT

At any time, the user can configure their preferences for cookies used on this website and which
are not strictly necessary.

Additionally, most browsers allow you to control the cookies stored on your device, as well as
their immediate elimination. If you want to stop allowing cookies to be stored locally, you can
change your browser settings to block the installation of cookies.

7.

FINAL PROVISIONS

The terms and conditions of this Policy may be amended at any time, taking effect when duly
published on our website and platforms. Browsing through our digital platforms implies express
acceptance of the terms set forth in the Policy in force at the time of browsing.

Questions about this Policy and requests for further clarification on the use of cookies can be
forwarded to the following contact:

Data Protection Officer
Nishioka & Gaban Advogados
Adress: Av. São Gabriel, 477 - 11º andar, São Paulo/SP
E-mail: contato@nglaw.com.br
Telephone: +55 11 98572 7800
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This Policy is exclusively governed by Brazilian laws and any decision that revises or annuls any
of its clauses or conditions does not affect the other provisions herein. If you are interested in
understanding how Fortlev Solar handles the Personal Data captured, whether through Cookies or
not, access our Privacy Policy.

This policy was updated on April 21, 2022.
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